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About the CBSA Assessment and Revenue Management 
(CARM) initiative

CBSA Assessment and Revenue Management (CARM) is a major initiative by the Government of Canada being 

implemented by the Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA).

The CARM project will be phased-in with two releases. On May 25, 2021 Release 1 was implemented, with Release 2 

currently scheduled for 2023, with an exact date to still be determined.

The Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA) Assessment and Revenue Management (CARM) project is a multi-year 

initiative that will transform the collection of duties and taxes for goods imported into Canada. Through CARM, the CBSA 

will modernize and streamline the process of importing commercial goods. 

Quick facts on the CARM initiative
Goods that are subject to Environment Canada’s Vehicle and Engine Emissions program are governed by one or more of the 

following emission regulations:

• CARM will modernize and enhance the way that the trade community (trade) does business with CBSA.

• CARM is a multi-year business transformation involving all trade chain partners.

• CARM is scheduled to be deployed in three phases.

• The implementation of CARM (formerly referred to as the Accounts Receivable Ledger or “ARL” ensures visibility to 

ongoing transactional information for those with access.

• Use of the CARM Portal and additional programming will be required for importers.

• The CBSA has provided the Electronic Commerce Client Requirements Document (ECCRD) in advance of the 

implementation.

• Financial security will be required for “Release Prior to Payment” (RPP) privileges. Otherwise, importers will be required 

to submit payment in advance, or at the time of import.

• A new type of customs entry called a “Commercial Accounting Declaration” (CAD) will be used within the CARM Portal, 

replacing the current B3 and B2 documents.

• Those who file customs entries via electronic data interchange (EDI) can continue to do so.

• The billing cycle has changed under CARM and will allow more time to make adjustments or corrections to accounting 

declarations prior to the final monthly payment without interest.

• Adjustments (such as refunds, amends and drawback) to the original transaction can be completed electronically within 

the CARM Portal.

Acronyms and definitions

ARL

The Accounts Receivable Ledger was the first phase of the CARM project. It is the official system of 

record for commercial accounting and payment at the CBSA. Now encompassed by the commercial 

payments and accounts functionality of CARM. 

CARM simplifies the assessment and collection of revenue by managing and reconciling all 

transactions of a party under one account. It provides a single electronic statement via EDI and 

enables payments through online banking or an EDI payment.
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BAM

The Business Account Manager (BAM) is responsible for registering the company in the CARM 

Client Portal (CCP), requesting access to accounts, and for approving and assigning user roles and 

authorization to third party service providers such as Livingston. Multiple BAMS are recommended.

CAD

The Commercial Accounting Declaration (CAD) is the digital document that will be submitted through 

the CARM Portal. The CAD will replace the current B3 Declaration (Canada Customs Coding Form) 

and B2 Adjustment (Canada Customs Adjustment Request) documents

CCP

The CARM Client Portal (CCP) is an online interface between CBSA and trade chain partners. It 

allows importers, designated service providers and other designates to view and manage their own 

accounts.

DN

Daily Notices (DNs) are produced and delivered daily, unless there has been no activity. DNs combine 

multiple transaction types into one statement and contain information about payments, interest, 

credits, and disbursements issued.

ARL

The Accounts Receivable Ledger was the first phase of the CARM project. It is the official system of 

record for commercial accounting and payment at the CBSA. Now encompassed by the commercial 

payments and accounts functionality of CARM. 

CARM simplifies the assessment and collection of revenue by managing and reconciling all 

transactions of a party under one account. It provides a single electronic statement via EDI and 

enables payments through online banking or an EDI payment.

BAM

The Business Account Manager (BAM) is responsible for registering the company in the CARM 

Client Portal (CCP), requesting access to accounts, and for approving and assigning user roles and 

authorization to third party service providers such as Livingston. Multiple BAMS are recommended.

CAD

The Commercial Accounting Declaration (CAD) is the digital document that will be submitted through 

the CARM Portal. The CAD will replace the current B3 Declaration (Canada Customs Coding Form) 

and B2 Adjustment (Canada Customs Adjustment Request) documents

CCP

The CARM Client Portal (CCP) is an online interface between CBSA and trade chain partners. It 

allows importers, designated service providers and other designates to view and manage their own 

accounts.

DN

Daily Notices (DNs) are produced and delivered daily, unless there has been no activity. DNs combine 

multiple transaction types into one statement and contain information about payments, interest, 

credits, and disbursements issued.

ARL

The Accounts Receivable Ledger was the first phase of the CARM project. It is the official system of 

record for commercial accounting and payment at the CBSA. Now encompassed by the commercial 

payments and accounts functionality of CARM. 

CARM simplifies the assessment and collection of revenue by managing and reconciling all 

transactions of a party under one account. It provides a single electronic statement via EDI and 

enables payments through online banking or an EDI payment.
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BAM

The Business Account Manager (BAM) is responsible for registering the company in the CARM 

Client Portal (CCP), requesting access to accounts, and for approving and assigning user roles and 

authorization to third party service providers such as Livingston. Multiple BAMS are recommended.

CAD

The Commercial Accounting Declaration (CAD) is the digital document that will be submitted through 

the CARM Portal. The CAD will replace the current B3 Declaration (Canada Customs Coding Form) 

and B2 Adjustment (Canada Customs Adjustment Request) documents

CCP

The CARM Client Portal (CCP) is an online interface between CBSA and trade chain partners. It 

allows importers, designated service providers and other designates to view and manage their own 

accounts.

DN

Daily Notices (DNs) are produced and delivered daily, unless there has been no activity. DNs combine 

multiple transaction types into one statement and contain information about payments, interest, 

credits, and disbursements issued.

Delegation  

of Authority

Trade chain partners can delegate access to their CARM Client Portal account to their employees and 

to third party service providers to manage commercial importation activities on their behalf.

ECCRD

The Electronic Commerce Client Requirements Document (ECCRD) provides users with the 

EDI requirements for specific integrated CBSA programs. Each chapter of the ECCRD provides 

comprehensive information about business and system requirements of various electronic 

transactions for multiple import and export programs.

PAM

The Program Account Manager (PAM) must create their personal profile and submit an access 

request to be added to the business account. Once assigned to the applicable RM program 

account(s), the PAM has the ability to modify program registration information, grant access to 

employees as either Editors or Readers, and create, view and edit all the transaction information 

within a program. The PAM has full access at the program account level.

Release 0
Implementation phase of CARM where, the Accounts Receivable Ledger (ARL) system moved to the 

SAP S4/HANA system in preparation for supporting the IT requirements of CARM

Release 1
Implementation phase. This phase of CARM allows businesses to register for the CARM Client Portal, 

to view and manage accounts with the CBSA. Release 1 went live on May 25, 2021

Release 2

Implementation phase. Release 2 of CARM will introduce the new Commercial Accounting Declaration 

(CAD), replacing the current Customs Coding Form (B3) as well as the Request for Adjustment Form 

(B2). A Non-production CCP environment will be tested in 2022 and Release 2 is targeted for 2023.

RPP
Release Prior to Payment (RPP) allows goods to be Customs Released into Canada when a sufficient 

amount of financial security has been posted to ensure payment.

SOA

Statement of Account (SOAs) combines multiple transaction types into one statement, enabling 

account-level management and reconciliation. They contain information about payments, interest, 

credits, and disbursements issued. SOAs are produced on the 25th day of each month.

TCP

Trade Chain Partners (TCPs) are any parties that interact with each other as part of the trade chain 

for the purpose of importing, exporting or facilitating the logistics of international trade. It includes 

parties such as importers, exporters, customs brokers, freight forwarders, warehouse operators, 

consultants, trade specialists and other 3PL service providers that facilitate trade.
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Frequently asked questions

What is CARM?
The CBSA CARM project is a multi-year initiative that will transform the collection of duties and taxes for goods imported 

into Canada and streamline the process of importing commercial goods.

CARM will offer significant benefits to the trade community in the form of various online self-service tools through the 

CARM Client Portal, which will allow the trade chain community to:

• Create and manage accounts, which can be linked to respective business portal accounts.

• Acquire a business number and/or enroll in CBSA programs.

• Communicate in real time with CBSA and service providers with delegated authority.

• Delegate authority to third parties, such as customs brokers, to conduct business on behalf of importers.

• Request an advanced ruling, receive/view notifications.

• Replace current customs coding form (B3) and request for adjustment form (B2) with new electronic commercial 

accounting declarations (CAD) with more detailed fields and streamlined features such as the ability to make corrections, 

request adjustments, or file recourse requests.

Why is CBSA changing the way that importers assess and account for their imported 
goods?
Under the old structure, accounting for imported goods was restricted by strict time limits, independent and diverse 

technology, static forms and limited accessibility for sharing information. CARM will allow for online, collaborative sharing of 

information, more visible and fluid information, and communication regarding import and accounting information.

Once fully implemented, parties with delegated authority will have access to information required to release, account for, 

and adjust information as well as access pertinent real time information and communications.

Will I be able to see all my transactions at Release 1?
Detailed transaction (CADs) will not be visible at Release 1. Portal registrants have access to their transactional totals, 

balances and SOAs in the Portal at Release 1 rather than the details of individual transactions. With implementation of 

Release 2, the details of individual Customs Accounting Documents (CAD) will be available to view.

What is the “Accounts Receivable Ledger” (ARL)?
ARL (now simply known as CARM) is the official system of record for commercial accounting and payment at the CBSA.

ARL was the first phase of the CARM project to modernize commercial payments by simplifying the assessment and 

collection of revenue by managing and reconciling all transactions of an importer or broker under a single account. It 

provides a single electronic statement via electronic data interchange (EDI), and enables payments through online banking 

or through electronic data interchange payment file known as EDI820.

What is the CARM Client Portal (CCP)?
The CARM Client Portal (CCP) is the central feature of the CARM project which, once fully functional, will become the main 

communications interface between the CBSA and trade chain partners. All trade chain partners, that conduct commercial 

business with the CBSA will be required to register their business on the CARM Client Portal.

This includes Non-resident Importers (NRI), Canadian Importers, Customs Brokers, and Consultants, among other CBSA 

related service providers.

Although the CCP will be the new interface for communicating with the CBSA, it will still be possible to transmit data via 

EDI. Furthermore, the release process through the Integrated Import Declaration and Accelerated Commercial Release 

Operations Support System will not change with the implementation of CARM release 1 and 2.
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When will CARM come into effect?
The deployment of CARM will follow a phased approach. 

Release 0 generally required no action from Trade Chain Partners.

• Release 1 – May 25, 2021. Involved the introduction of the CARM Client Portal and its basic functionality.

• Release 2 - Launch planned for 2023, will feature all core CARM functionality and processes.

What functionality will each Release include?
With Release 1, you are able to:

• Create and manage your account

• Submit and track ruling requests

• Access self-service tools and new electronic payment options

• Delegate authority to employees and third-party service providers to manage key portal processes on your behalf

With Release 2, you will be able to:

• Register your business to obtain a business number (BN9), enroll in programs and acquire a RM account or Program ID 

(RM15)

• Submit commercial accounting declarations, which will replace the current custom coding (B3) and adjustment request 

(B2) forms

• Leverage new reporting capabilities, including the ability to extract your account data

• Submit and track appeals through the portal

Release 1: Questions

What steps are required by importers during CARM Release 1?
Registration for the CBSA Client Portal began on May 25, 2021. The portal is only accessible to importers with a current 

CRA-provided 9-digit Business Number with a 6-character RM (importer) account identifier, commonly referred to as a 

BN15. Although registration for the portal began in 2021, full capabilities will not be available until Release 2, planned for 

2023.

CBSA has published a site containing Onboarding documentation to guide you through portal registration. They have 

also implemented a CARM Google Drive site containing documents and onboarding video recordings, as well as posting 

instructional videos on YouTube. Video gallery.

Step 1 – Create an individual User Account

Create an individual User Portal Account by going to the CARM Client Portal page, and acquiring a GCKey or by using a 

Sign-In Partner.

Step 2 – Create your Business Account

Once you’ve created your individual User Portal Account, you will need to link your user account with your Business 

Account. If you have been designated as the Business Account Manager (BAM) for your company, you must complete this 

step. You will need to provide your RM account credentials, including the legal entity name of the business, full address 

information, and two of the three affinity/security questions concerning your business. See the answer to What are the 

“Affinity Questions” and how do I answer them? for additional information since these questions may prove very difficult for 

importers to answer without assistance from your customs broker or CBSA.

https://ccp-pcc.cbsa-asfc.cloud-nuage.canada.ca/en/onboarding-documentation
https://cbsa-asfc.gc.ca/media/video-eng.html#_a3
https://ccp-pcc.cbsa-asfc.cloud-nuage.canada.ca/en/homepage
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Step 3 – Delegate Access to Livingston International Inc

This is a key step of the onboarding process and is further detailed in the following question(s) on Delegation of Authority.

What is a GCKey and where can I get one?
A GCKey is a unique credential that allows you to access, communicate and use specific services within certain online 

government programs such as the CARM Portal. Your credentials are private and protected under Government of Canada 

privacy standards. You may use your GCKey to access multiple online Government programs and services, and it may be 

used on different computers.

If you don’t already have a GCKey, you can apply for one by navigating to the CARM Client Portal landing page and following 

the instructions on screen to complete your GCKey registration.

You will be required to complete very specific information during the on-line application process and a username and 

password information will be required prior to being issued the GCKey.

Additional information on the GCKey is available here in the Government of Canada GCKey - FAQ.

Once received, it is critical that you remember or record your GCKey, and sign-in information.

Do all of an importer’s employees require an individual/personal GCKey or can they log in 
with a shared GCKey?
A personal GCKey will be required for all of an importer’s employees who require access to the importer’s portal.

Normally, not all employees within a company will require access to the portal, however, those employees who need access 

to your business account must first set up their own GCKey and personal user account in the portal and request access to 

be added to the business account. Before initiating the request, it is important to know the BN9 for your company’s portal.

There is no limit on the number of individuals an organization may grant access to their portal.

Who should have access to our account?
This would be business decision based on the needs of your company.

You should carefully consider which service providers and which employees within your company should have access to 

your accounts within the portal and be prepared to select the appropriate access type for each employee or representative 

to whom you wish to delegate access.

In CARM Release 1 we recommend that you grant BAM access to anyone who is responsible for financial decisions and/

or accounting, as well as anyone who oversees the “customs/imports or purchasing function for the company. We also 

recommend that you approve delegation of authority to Livingston International as your third-party business manager for 

all services, if we act as your Customs Broker or trade consultants. This will allow us to perform all required activities as your 

broker such as accounting for imported goods, adjustments to accounting documents and visibility of bond information.

What is delegation of authority and why do I need to delegate authority to Livingston 
International Inc?
The CARM Client Portal, allows registrants to delegate access to their portal accounts, to their employees and to their 

customs broker to manage commercial importation activities on their behalf.

This process differs from the business registration process in that the act of delegating access to both your own employees 

and to Livingston International, serves to reproduce your internal organizational structure and business-to-business 

relationship.

https://clegc-gckey.gc.ca/j/eng/FQ-02?ReqID=_8e0ac33f63da64d5d4b54cf1063043ec99c5
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Delegation of authority to Livingston is required so we may continue to conduct importation activities on your behalf 

namely, the submission of commercial accounting declarations, submission of rulings, corrections and adjustments.

If an importer fails to provide delegation of authority to their customs broker(s) in the portal, the customs broker will be 

unable to account for the CAD on the importer’s behalf or conduct any other activity related to customs business.

Who should be the Business Account Manager for our company?
Our recommendation is the business account manager should be an individual within their organization possessing a level 

of knowledge and authority to manage payments, compliance and possess an understanding of customs requirements.

The CBSA has not limited specific individuals within an organization the ability to register a company in the CARM 

Client Portal; however, it is important to note, that the user who completes the registration of the business on the CCP 

automatically becomes a Business Account Manager (BAM). The BAM will have the responsibility for approving employee 

access to the business and program accounts.

We recommend that upon registration, the BAM delegates of authority to at least one other individual as an alternative BAM 

to ensure continuity of the account in the absence of the initially registered BAM.

Can one Business Account Manager (BAM) be responsible for multiple importers?
Each Importer must have at least one or more Business Account Managers. If a person needs to act as a BAM for more than 

one importer, or Business at the BN9 level, that person must register for additional GCKeys and associate each separate 

GCKey to a different portal.

The CARM portal is registered under the importer name and business number, then Business Account Managers and 

Program Account Managers (PAM) are associated with that portal.

What if I already have a GCKey for other sites such as CERS, PIP, or eManifest?
If you already have a GCKey you can use it to activate your CARM log on once the portal has been launched.

You can also set up additional GCKeys for different portals if you choose to do so.

Employees who have their own GCKey can access the CCP or your account once authority has been granted to access the 

account.

Is there any way that I can access the portal without having a GCKey?
There are two options for signing into the Portal, you can log into the portal through the web portal of your existing financial 

service provider such as your bank, or you may log in using your GCKey. All individuals and businesses who use the Sign-In 

Partners option to log in into the portal must have an account with the selected partner.

• If using a Sign-In Partner you will be directed to the Partner’s sign-in page where you need to follow the steps provided for 

logging in.

• Signing in using a GCKey will allow you to log in directly to the CARM Client Portal.

What’s the difference between Editor Access and Reader Access for a PAM?
Editors are able to create, view and edit all transaction information within an RM program account for either their employer 

or importer client’s RM accounts. For example, an operations employee may need Editor status to make corrections 

between the CAD submission and payment due date, or a post entry employee may need Editor access to make 

adjustments to CADs after the payment due date.
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Readers can view all transaction information within an RM program account for either their employer or importer client’s 

RM accounts but are unable to create or edit information. The Reader has access at the program account level to view all 

the same subprograms as the Editor.

What can I expect when I register for the CARM Client Portal?
If you are a BAM who would like to register your business, you can expect to encounter the specific steps below and will be 

required to complete very detailed information about your business during the registration process. We recommend that 

you prepare as much of the detailed information as possible prior to attempting to register your business.

To register, go to CBSA’s CARM Client Portal site and click on Log in to the CARM Client Portal. Once you have logged in 

choose “Register My Business”.

To register your business, you must:

• Enter your 9-digit BN to link to the business account and your importer RM extension.

• Provide your legal entity information – the corporate name and address registered with the CRA.

Note: the address must be entered exactly as registered, including abbreviations, commas and any special characters 

such as dashes or number signs.

• Answer 2 of the 3 following affinity/security questions to validate your identity if you have any past transactions:

1. What is the transaction number and total duties and taxes of one of your recent transactions?

2. What is the exact value of your most recent payment?

3. What is the balance of your last Statement of Account?

• Read and accept the Terms & Conditions covering the delegation of authority between importers and customs brokers.

• Review your business information to ensure accuracy.

You need only to enter your importer RM extension when registering your business. Once you have successfully registered 

your importer RM, your new customs broker RM and any other associated program accounts will appear in your CCP profile 

under ‘Accounts and profiles’ and ‘List of program accounts.’ Your customs broker RM will be identified as a Type of account.

We recommend that you ensure that you know your complete legal business name and address and be prepared to answer 

the affinity questions with perfect accuracy.

Where can I find the exact original name and address of our business?
In some cases, businesses may have changed names, adopted a new DBA name, changed locations, or the address 

information may have simply changed since the business was originally registered.

Even slight changes in name or address information such as a suite number or postal code may prevent you from 

registering your business in the portal if not completed exactly as registered with CRA.

In some cases, this information may be found on correspondence from CBSA such as a Notice of Penalty or a Detailed 

Adjustment. If these documents are not available, you can contact the CRA at 1-800-959-5525.

In rare cases where there may have been business name or address changes, the CBSA Portal may have been uploaded 

with a previous name or address than the name and address on file with CBSA. In these cases, you can contact the CARM 

helpdesk via e-mail or call them at 1-800-461-9999, option 2.

What are the “Affinity Questions” and how do I answer them?
1.  What is the transaction number and total duties and taxes of one of your recent transactions?

  The transaction number will be assigned automatically by CARM, so registrants must be prepared to locate and review 

the specific transaction. The customs broker/importer must provide the total duties and taxes on the B3 – Field 51 for 

https://ccp-pcc.cbsa-asfc.cloud-nuage.canada.ca/en/homepage
https://ccp-pcc.cbsa-asfc.cloud-nuage.canada.ca/en/auth/login
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that transaction number when prompted. When a transaction number that CARM provides for the affinity question on 

transaction number has a $0.00 amount, a $0.00 amount can be used and will be accepted by the system.

2. What is the exact value of your most recent payment?

When choosing the payment question as one of the affinity questions it must be the exact payment amount of the most 

recent payment registered in the CBSA system. Take note that there can be up to a 7-day delay in some payments 

getting “posted” to the CBSA once the payment is made. If two customs brokers and an importer all made payments on 

the same day, it will be the payment amount of the last payment posted in the CBSA system.

3. What is the balance of your last statement of account?

  The CBSA allows importers that are using multiple brokers to input the amount from any one of their customs broker’s 

SOA rather than having to review and combine of all of them.

  Note: Zero dollars ($0.00) are not accepted. Where an SOA balance indicates a zero balance, a previous month’s balance 

must be used. Negative (credit) amounts are acceptable.

Answering the affinity questions may be one of the most challenging aspects of registering for the portal.

In cases where there are multiple daily imports and frequent payments from several sources, it may prove difficult for 

importers to determine the most recent payment amount or the SOA balance without working with their broker or CBSA.

Importers who seldom import may face the opposite challenge of not having any recent SOA information or the last SOA 

may equal the last transaction amount or last payment amount where there are only one or two imports in a year. Interest, 

penalties, and adjustments to duties can also affect these amounts.

Livingston clients may contact their client service representative for assistance with registration or answering the affinity 

questions, or importers can contact the CARM Helpdesk at 1-800-461-9999, option 2.

What does the accounting and payment process entail in Release 1?
At Release 1, importers were given access to an online view of transactions posted to their accounts. Specifically, the 

Statement of Account (SOA) is available on the CARM Client Portal. Only financial transaction information is available in the 

CARM Client Portal at Release 1. Other transactions such as declaration information will only become available at Release 2.

Release 1 provides greater flexibility through new electronic payment options. These new options include: Pre-Authorized 

Debit (PAD), Interac Online and credit card up to $5,000.

Existing electronic payment options will continue to be available. Online banking and electronic data interchange payment 

file (EDI820) are currently available through many participating financial institutions. These financial institutions are listed in 

the Online Banking section of the CBSA Commercial Payments and Accounts section under Payments.

For additional information on electronic payments, visit the Payments page at the CARM Commercial Payments and 

Accounts site.

Will Livingston continue to pay our statement of account?

Unless instructed otherwise, Livingston will continue to remit payment of your statement of account to the CBSA.

However, the CBSA has advised, upon receiving a payment on a given account, the payment would be applied towards 

outstanding debt on the account as per Release 2 offsetting principles and business rules. Therefore, it is possible that if 

a broker submits a payment for an importer and the payment transaction gets posted correctly on the importer’s account, 

this payment could clear (offset) debts on the importer’s account which are not attributed to the broker who made the 

payment.
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Will Livingston provide help with understanding and balancing our SOA?
Livingston is currently evaluating this feature as a potential new service offering for our clients since not all importers have 

the resources or readily comprehend all of the accounting practices involved with the SOA in relation to imported goods 

and payment of duties and taxes.

Prior to Release 1 the Accounts Receivable Ledger will have shown a number of accounts with unreconciled transactions 

due to the pre-CARM process where a single payment is often received on behalf of multiple importers.

In order to avoid displaying an incorrect balance for an unreconciled account in the Portal at Release 1, the CBSA cleared 

the entries on all unreconciled accounts prior to CARM Release 1 so the account balance in the Portal showed only the most 

recent SOA amounts due as of Release 1.

The CBSA continually communicates with any TCPs with unreconciled accounts, of any actions taken to balance accounts.

Your Livingston Account Representative will be able to provide you with additional details in the coming months.

Are importers able to make cash payments in the portal in Release 1?
The option to pay a cash on a C-type B3 is not available in the portal with Release 1, however cash deposits may be made 

through the portal in Release 2. A cash deposit must be equal to or greater than 100% of the importer’s highest monthly 

accounts receivable (inclusive of duties and taxes, including GST) within the prescribed period.

Will we be able to make an electronic payment to CRA using either of our current Canadian 
or US bank accounts?
Importers making their own monthly payments are able to do so online through participating financial institutions. This 

includes importers making payments for GST under the GST Direct Payment Option or importers who have their own 

account security and pay their own duties and taxes. Importer online payments are intended for the importer total payable 

amount, which is displayed on the importer month-end statement of account.

Livingston clients should note that unless instructed otherwise, Livingston will continue to remit payment of your statement 

of account to the CBSA.

Institutions in the USA and Canada that are currently approved for on-line banking are listed on the CBSA Commercial 

Payment and Accounts site.

Can multiple businesses at multiple locations be merged under one CARM Account?
The CARM portal account will be initiated at the BN 9 level. These will be linked in the Portal at the BN9 level with all the 

associated RM suffixes tied to the same BN9.

If you have multiple business numbers, each BN9 will require set up on a separate portal account.

We only import a few times a year, do we need to register for the CARM Client Portal?
Although there is no need to register immediately, we recommend that you register and delegate authorities in preparation 

for your next import, and to be able to access your existing account with the CBSA.

All importers must be registered in the CARM Portal before the implementation of CARM Release 2 scheduled for 2023. At 

Release 2, all importers must have secured a bond or cash deposit.
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When should I register for the portal?
You should register for the CARM Client Portal now. The registration process may take several days or attempts. Failed 

attempts may cause you to be locked out and a user help ticket to re-set may take hours or days. To be prepared prior to 

Release 2, you should obtain an RPP Bond and register for the Portal well in advance of Release 2.

How will CARM affect CSA Importers?
There are no changes for release of goods into Canada, and they must secure a bond in order to benefit to the release prior 

to payment program RPP.

For accounting purposes, the availability to file X type transactions by CSA importers will be eliminated with Release 2 since 

the B3 accounting document and B2 Adjustment Request will be replaced with the new CAD.

Livingston will be providing more information as it pertains to CSA importers once CBSA has finalized this information.

What information will be visible to importers and brokers in the portal in Release 1 with 
regard to payments and other financials?
SOAs are being posted in the Portal at Release 1. Importers now have access to their account information and additional 

details that were not visible to many importers in the past. Although financial transaction information will be visible at 

Release 1, some accounts may have had their opening balance set to zero in order for the CBSA to continue account 

maintenance activities, and historical transactions will not be shown.

Once the account maintenance activities are complete, importers may see a debit or credit change on the account 

corresponding to the maintenance activity. The amount indicated on your Statement of Account is the amount payable.

Customs brokers who are provided with the appropriate delegation of authority by their clients will also be able to view and 

access the importer SOA for their clients.

Can B2 Adjustment Requests, AMPS penalties and Detailed Adjustment Statements be 
paid via the portal?
Payments for both Detailed Adjustment Statements and AMPS penalties can be made through the portal, however 

pre-payments for B2 adjustments (payments made with the adjustment request, but prior to a redetermination) cannot 

be made in the portal. During Release 1 it is important to note that a B2 will only appear in the Transaction History and 

Statement of Account (SOA) once it has been approved by CBSA. If the B2 is rejected by CBSA, it will not appear on any ARL 

records

Are there any changes to disbursement rules for credits in Release 1?
Release 1 does not change any disbursement rules for your account. The processes related to disbursement such as issuing 

of cheques for credits remains unchanged until CARM Release 2.

Can an importer at the BN9 level allocate credits from one BN15 to another?
No, the allocation of specific payments to debts on the portal is at the RM level only, regardless of offsetting preferences in 

place. The importer at the BN9 level will need to make a request to CBSA to allocate credits from one BN15 to another.
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Release 2: Questions

What are some of the main changes that will occur in Release 2 of CARM?
In Release 2 importers will be required to post financial security to take advantage of Release Prior to Payment (RPP) 

privileges, as brokers will no longer be able to utilize their RPP to secure importers.

It will be mandatory for importers to have a financial security bond or post a cash deposit in order to participate in the RRP 

program.

How will RPP financial security be calculated?
With Release 2, to have access to the Release Prior to Payment privileges, importers will be required to post security with 

either a cash deposit or surety bonds.

• For surety bonds, the security requirement will be to post a bond equal to or greater than 50% of the importer’s highest 

monthly accounts receivable (inclusive of duties and taxes (including GST)) within the prescribed period*.

• For cash deposit, the security requirement will be to post a cash deposit equal to or greater than 100% of the importer’s 

highest monthly accounts receivable (inclusive of duties and taxes (including GST)) within the prescribed period*. This 

can be done by making a deposit through the CARM Client Portal as of Release 2.

There will be a minimum bond of $25K to obtain Release Prior to Payment privileges for non-cash bonds. For cash deposits, 

there will be no minimum bond requirement.

Surety bonds will secure all accounts receivable (e.g., duties, taxes (including GST), fees, interest, adjustments, and SIMA).

The existing bond cap of $10M will remain.

It is incumbent on the importer to maintain RPP financial security in the amount of their highest monthly accounts 

receivable.

*The current timeframe for calculating Release Prior to Payment security is from July 25th of the previous year to July 24th 

of the current year, with updates required by October 15th of each year. For importers without 12 months of history or who 

wish to post a bond prior to July 2021, an estimation will be permitted as it is today.

How will importers calculate the security requirement or bond amount they need to secure 
prior to Release 2 go live?
To calculate the security requirement prior to Release 2, importers will calculate their bond requirement based on their 

highest historic monthly account receivable from July 25th of the previous year to July 24th of the current year.

Does an importer require a bond for each location?
Importers will either require a bond for each RM account registered to their business entity, or one bond sufficient to cover 

all accounts.

The minimum bond amount of $25,000 applies to each bond secured for each of the RM (BN15) accounts associated with 

the BN9 business account. For example: A legal entity (BN9) with 5 associated RM accounts which currently holds a single 

bond for $125K covering the total accounts payable across all 5 RM accounts, can either post 5 individual $25K bonds, one 

per RM (BN15) account, or post one bond for 125K and allocate coverage across all 5 RM accounts as long as the allocated 

coverage adequately covers each RM (BN15) account and respects the 25K minimum.
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How will importers calculate the security requirement or bond amount they need to secure 
after Release 2?
As of Release 2, if the importer has 12 months of history with the CBSA at the time of enrollment, CARM will automatically 

calculate and provide the security requirement as part of RPP enrollment through the CARM Client Portal. If the importer 

does not have 12 months of history, they will be prompted to estimate their security requirement based on anticipated 

accounts receivable, as it is permitted today. The security requirement is updated by the system on an annual basis. 

Statements of Accounts (SOAs) can be used to help calculate duties and tax history.

The maximum security for a continual surety bond in Release 2 is 10 million, which is the same maximum amount that 

currently exists.

Courier Low Value Shipment (CLVS) importers are treated similarly to other RPP importers.

Can Livingston obtain a bond for our company?
Livingston is currently working with a trusted surety provider to obtain the best rate possible for our clients. We can work 

with our clients to ensure that all pertinent information and applications are made available prior to implementation of 

CARM Release 2 to avoid any delays. Clients should contact Livingston Client Service three months prior to Release 2 to 

ensure that the most recent financial data is available and to complete any necessary applications. More information on 

bonds will follow as timelines for release 2 are communicated by CBSA.

Who are the acceptable providers that can issue a bond?
Financial security is provided from approved providers (i.e. insurance companies, banks, credit unions, other financial 

institutions). In accordance with CBSA memoranda D1-7-1 a bond is issued by either of the following entities:

(i)  a company that is approved by the Treasury Board as an entity whose bonds may be accepted by the Government of 

Canada. Please refer to Treasury Board Contracting Policy, Appendix L.

(ii)  a member of the Canadian Payments Association (CPA)as referred to in section 4 of the Canadian Payments Association 

Act. Please refer to the Canadian Payments Association website.

(iii)  a corporation that accepts deposits insured by the Canada Deposits Insurance Corporation or the Régie de l’assurance-

dépôts du Québec to the maximum permitted by the statutes under which those institutions were established.

(iv)  a credit union as defined in subsection 137(6)(b) of the Income Tax Ac t(CPA membership must be through a central 

co-operative).

(v)  a corporation that accepts deposits from the public, if repayment of the deposits is guaranteed by Her Majesty in right 

of a province

What is the process to submit a cash deposit?
The cash deposit option is simply a one-time deposit that sits in a CBSA account for the entire time that an importer 

wishes to participate in RPP. Upon disenrollment from RPP, the deposit would be refunded back to the importer account. 

Furthermore, as part of RPP enrollment, cash deposits are submitted directly to CBSA by the importer through a cash 

deposit request and payment via the portal. In addition to submission via portal, payments can also come in via online 

banking or EDI, for which the credit can be allocated as security via the portal. Lastly, the payment must be cleared by CBSA 

for financial security to be active.

What will occur if goods arrive without the posting of security?
Goods can still be imported without posting security. However, without RPP financial security, the importer will be required 

to pay in advance on the CARM Client Portal or pay a CBSA cashier at the time of import for the goods to be Customs 

released. The only exception to obtaining a bond is for importers whose highest monthly accounts payable is zero.

https://www.tbs-sct.canada.ca/pol/doc-eng.aspx?id=14494
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What is the Commercial Accounting Declaration (CAD)?
The CAD is a digital document which will replace the existing B3 Declaration (Canada Customs Coding Form) and B2 

Adjustment (Canada Customs Adjustment Request) documents through the adoption of a World Customs Organization 

(WCO) compliant data model. The CAD will provide a single document to submit accounting information to the CBSA which 

will leverage version management to allow for changes to occur, while maintaining the history of the document over time.

Any updates made to a CAD declaration will create a new version of the original declaration, and the ability to electronically 

correct and adjust a declaration will eliminate the need to submit paper request for adjustment (B2) forms.

Are there any additional data elements on the CAD compared to the B3 Accounting 
Document currently in use?
There will be additional data elements implemented with the introduction of the Commercial Accounting Declaration in 

Release 2. These data elements further define information concerning the transaction that are not available in the current 

B3 Accounting document. The inclusion of version management in the CAD will eliminate the requirement to account for 

submissions and changes on separate document types and create a single accounting declaration of record. The structure 

of the CAD can be found in CBSA ECCRD Chapter 26. Additionally, draft versions of the CAD have been published and 

distributed to many TCPs.

What billing cycles and payment due dates are affected by CARM?
The introduction of new billing cycles and alignment of payment due dates will address current complexities of revenue 

management for businesses and the CBSA.

The following billing cycles and payment due dates will be affected by CARM:

• High Value Shipments (HVS) / Low Value Shipments (LVS)

• Courier Low Value Shipments (CLVS)

• Continuous Transmission Commodities (CTC)

• Customs Self-Assessment (CSA) Program

• CBSA commercial invoices (e.g. NPAs, K23s, K32s), in alignment with commercial invoice payment due dates 

Note: LVS goods released in the regular commercial stream will follow the standard HVS billing cycle.

Overview of the HVS/LVS billing cycle:

• Commercial Accounting Declaration (CAD) is due five business days after goods are released.

• Statement of Account (SOA) is generated on the 25th of calendar Month-2 for all goods released between the 18th of 

calendar Month1 to the 17th of calendar Month-2.

• Payment due date is 10 weekdays from the 17th of calendar Month-2 (i.e., the 18th of calendar Month-2 is day 1). Note that 

weekdays include statutory holidays, but not Saturdays or Sundays.

• Correction period is from CAD submission date to payment due date.

• Adjustment period is from payment due date onward.

Will the statement of account be produced at the legal entity level (BN9) or at program 
level (BN15)?
Trade chain partners will have the option to set their statement of account at either the BN9, or BN15 level.

Will Importers have the ability to file corrections through the CARM portal or should that 
still be handled by Livingston?
Importers have access to file corrections if they choose to perform this function in the portal at Release 2, however, 

Livingston will also be able to file corrections and adjustments on behalf of importers as we do today.

https://www.cbsa-asfc.gc.ca/eservices/eccrd-eng.html
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Corrections and adjustments can either be submitted using the CAD via EDI or on the CARM Client Portal and will be 

recorded and saved as a new version. The entire CAD must be transmitted for a submission as a correction or adjustment.

Mass adjustments can be made via EDI and will also be available through the CARM Client Portal as of Release 2.

Importers will need to determine if they are equipped to manage the responsibility of completing their own corrections 

and adjustments given the complexity associated with making corrections within CBSA’s strict time limits, and while 

maintaining compliance.

When will I have to pay if I have a correction the day after my Statement of Account (SOA) 
date?
Transaction history will be available on the CARM Client Portal and will provide up-to-date account balance, payable 

balance and payment due dates, including any corrections posted after the statement of account is generated but prior 

to the payment due date. Corrections made after the SOA date, and prior to the payment due date, must be paid by the 

payment due date (10 weekdays after the 17th of calendar Month-2) within that same billing cycle.

Can corrections and adjustments involving SIMA be made through the Portal?
Changes to transactions involving SIMA can be made within specified time limits prior to payment due date, using the 

regular corrections process in the CARM Client Portal, EDI, or Application Programming Interface (API).

How can we identify CADs that have been reviewed or audited by CBSA?
At Release 2, there may not be a mechanism within the Portal itself to identify CADs which have been reviewed or audited. 

However, we understand there will be the ability to extract reports from the Portal which may allow you to perform 

additional functionality such as marking those transactions that have been audited.

Additional Links to CARM and ARL related Information
Commercial payments and accounts

CBSA Commercial payments and accounts FAQ

CARM Video Gallery

ECCRD – General Information

D17-1-5 Registration, Accounting and Payment for 

Commercial Goods

CARM Infographic

GCKey - FAQ

CARM Google Drive – Containing CBSA Support 

Resources

Memorandum D1-7-1 – Posting Security for Transaction 

Bonded Operations

Memorandum D17-1-8 – Release Prior to Payment 

Privilege offers further information

Vehicle and Engine Emissions Import Declarations 

English

French

CBSA CARM Information Package

Contact Livingston  

Have more questions?

Contact your account executive, write to us at: simplify@livingstonintl.com or give us a call at 

1-800-837-1063.

http://www.livingston.com
https://www.cbsa-asfc.gc.ca/prog/arl-glcc/menu-eng.html
https://www.cbsa-asfc.gc.ca/prog/arl-glcc/faq-eng.html
https://cbsa-asfc.gc.ca/media/video-eng.html#_a3
https://www.cbsa-asfc.gc.ca/eservices/eccrd-eng.html
https://www.cbsa-asfc.gc.ca/publications/dm-md/d17/d17-1-5-eng.html
https://www.cbsa-asfc.gc.ca/publications/dm-md/d17/d17-1-5-eng.html
https://www.cbsa-asfc.gc.ca/prog/carm-gcra/info-eng.html
https://clegc-gckey.gc.ca/j/eng/FQ-02?ReqID=_8e0ac33f63da64d5d4b54cf1063043ec99c5
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/uli0CpYn9LhwXWyouPO0OD?domain=drive.google.com
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/uli0CpYn9LhwXWyouPO0OD?domain=drive.google.com
https://www.cbsa-asfc.gc.ca/publications/dm-md/d1/d1-7-1-eng.html
https://www.cbsa-asfc.gc.ca/publications/dm-md/d1/d1-7-1-eng.html
https://www.cbsa-asfc.gc.ca/publications/dm-md/d17/d17-1-8-eng.html
https://www.cbsa-asfc.gc.ca/publications/dm-md/d17/d17-1-8-eng.html
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww3.livingstonintl.com%2Fcr%2Flp%2Fen%2FCARM-Surety-Services%2F&data=04%7C01%7Clcybulski%40livingstonintl.com%7Cc15661be1e1f4f27a4b108da11c051d8%7Cb269d8342d1b45cbaf29186008b28f72%7C0%7C0%7C637841814941996384%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000&sdata=Ngct0AkvPeq6bC66JBVM7n9WVwNtMl2KLun0pOTqJvc%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww3.livingstonintl.com%2Fcr%2Flp%2Ffr%2FCARM-Surety-Services%2F&data=04%7C01%7Clcybulski%40livingstonintl.com%7Cc15661be1e1f4f27a4b108da11c051d8%7Cb269d8342d1b45cbaf29186008b28f72%7C0%7C0%7C637841814941996384%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000&sdata=FF4rmBuaOJpcbJEsKrsTtDHBJcdezmly1L4t8BqvRWs%3D&reserved=0
https://ccp-pcc.cbsa-asfc.cloud-nuage.canada.ca/en/onboarding-documentation
mailto:simplify%40livingstonintl.com?subject=

